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Not One Kernel Wastedl
New

1910
Boot

Discharge

Light
Draft

Disc
Drills

Faultless work in any 
condition of soil on which a 
horse or engine can travel. 
Misses nowhere. Sticks at 
nothing.

VAN BRUNT
The Only Perfect Grain Planting Machine

The model from which all 
clumsy copies have been 
made Stronger and lighter 
by 300-400 pounds than 
imitations.

NKW STYLE

The first successful Single Disc with closed delivery 
was made by Van Brunt in 1900. Now, in 1910, Van 
Brunt again revolutionizes the business of seeding by 
producing the boot and discharge WITHIN instead of 
outside the circle of the disc. The direct effect of this is 
that the seed is actually planted at the required 
depth. Not a single grain is left on top of the soil or so 
near the surface that the first strong wind or heavy 
shower exposes it. This cannot happen with the

Van Brunt New Model
In 12, 14,M6,18, 20, 22 and 24 Single, Double Disc and Shoe 

Interchangeable

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
OLD STYLE

Seed Cannot Fail to Germinate
IF SOWN WITH A

VAN BRUNT PRESS DRILL

The VAN 
BRUNT

Acts with the 
preciaion and 
regularity of 
the course of 
Nature! Ex
tremely light 
draft and 
perfect bal
ance: Pro
vided with 
patent dust-

Eroof disc 
earings and 

reliable force 
feed. Adjust
able and 
perfectly 
controll ed 
pressure.

With good seed you have all the elements for a bumper crop in 1911—soil, moisture and heat ; but have 
you the IMPLEMENT that will place and keep all these in their proper relationship ? Most poor 
crops are due to IRREGULAR AND INEFFECTIVE SEEDING. If your seed is all at its 
proper germinating depth, with the soil packed to hold the moisture throughout the driest season, 
you cannot fail to reap a splendid harvest.

The Real Purpose of a S

PRESS DRILL
being to sow the grain at an 
EVEN DEPTH, the pressure 
must be uniform at every point. 
Any inequality or bunching is 
fatal to the crop. The “ VAN 
BRUNT ** will plant every ker
nel exactly at its proper depth 
in the seed furrow. It is the only 
LOW DOWN PRESS DRILL 
having a perfect balance with 
an easy adjustment to throw it 
in or out of gear.

END VIBWtOP SIHGLB;DISC;PRESS DRILL|Made In 7 Inch reeds, 14.16 and 18 sixes. Single and Double Disc and Shoe

A VAN BRUNT IS THE CROPS SALVATION

JOHN DEERE PLOW CO. LTD.
WINNIPEG REGINA CALGARY EDMONTON SASKATOON


